Massive amounts of digital information, ready to be shared without any restrictions, could mean that what we are dealing with today is a universal collection of all knowledge that is freely available to everyone. However, information is consumed as a commodity and is, thus, locked up behind pay-walls set up by firms. But knowledge should not be privatized and information should be used as a tool to achieve goals of benevolence. This paper examines whether we have the technologies to move towards an ideal direction, where a Universal Digital Library would be introduced to ensure unimpeded access to the sum of all knowledge. It points out that there are both the necessary technologies and models to achieve this, albeit legal obstacles prevent people from accessing knowledge. This renders the scenario of the above imaginary library a utopia. So, more realistic approaches are discussed to support that current libraries, whether physical or digital, can very well perform their role as equalizers of access to knowledge. Finally, conclusions are drawn and optimistic scenarios are submitted to argue that law could someday make such universal-library-utopia come true.
Introduction
Books are for use: every reader should have the right to get her book, while every book should "have the right to find its reader"
1 . Applying the above traditional "laws" to the digital environment could mean "information is for use: every user should have the right to get her information, while every item of information should have its recipient". This could be further translated into letting digital "shelves" open by abolishing costs for subscriptions, broadening unimpeded access to information, and making it easier than ever to receive information.
Unimpeded access to information is an old subject of scientific discussion 2 and, whether open 3 or free Focusing on intellectual freedom, meaning the right of every individual to both seek and receive information from all points of view without restriction 9 , it would be fair to claim that, today, innumerous items of information are ready to be shared without any barriers. This has turned everyone into a "digital librarian" and, when everyone is a librarian 10 , then library is everywhere 11 . So, have we created a universal library, where information is freely available to anyone? Have we achieved the ideal goal of global information justice, where information technologies and knowledge are used to free humanity from struggles over scarce resources and enhance human identity within the community? Have we moved from "liberty, equality, fraternity" to "rip, burn, and mix" or even better to "copy, use, and share"? Today, information is consumed as a commodity rather than being used as a tool for personal growth or development of democratic societies 12 . So, we have not yet achieved the above goals, for which many scientists (or, to some, "hacktivists") fought in the past 13 . But information's moral character is of crucial concern and, thus, information should be regarded as something more than an asset 14 . In this context, information and knowledge should be freely circulated for the benefit of humanity, rather than privatized in favor of firms' interests.
barriers do not allow people to reach this utopia anytime soon, a more realistic approach, based on Information Ethics 16 , is undertaken to support both physical and digital libraries' role as equalizers of access to knowledge. Finally, further discussion is conducted to draw conclusions and support that laws could in the future turn ideal scenarios into realities.
Towards a Universal Digital Library?
The goal pursued by the Library of Alexandria was to get a copy of every book in the world. Today, technologies enable us to do the whole thing all over again. But why make it happen in one place, when we can make information available to people all over the world 17 
?
Many years ago, some authors envisioned a time when everyone would access all information that is thought or known 18 . In the end of the 20 th century, others imagined an environment, where world's knowledge would be available to anyone with a computer and there would be a single global information space 19 . Last year, such proposals were brought back to the discussion table 20 .
After having digitized law and the news in the 1980s 21 , we moved on to the next generation: the digital libraries of books and journals. Such libraries enabled scholars and students to save time and space and deepen their dialogue 22 , albeit they legal, or technical barriers (including those of gaining access to the very Internet itself). So, "unimpeded access" should be regarded as broader than "open access". 29 Weber mentions three essential features of "the semiofficial Open Source Definition": source code must be distributed with the software or otherwise made available for no more than the cost of distribution; anyone may redistribute the software for free, without royalties or licensing fees to the author; anyone may modify the software or derive other software from it, and then distribute the modified software under the same terms. Weber Steven, The Success Of Open Source, Harvard University Press, 2004, at p. 5. See also the Open Source Definition provided by the Open Source Initiative. Available at https://opensource.org/osd-annotated. 30 Peer-to-peer systems, whether digital or analog, have an end-to-end design (meaning all the "thinking" happens at the end point, e.g. a personal computer), are decentralized (in the sense that resources are spread out and flow easily) and antiauthoritarian (e.g. no one can turn the system off), are difficult to manage (for instance, removing content or individuals requires excessive effort), and are extensible (meaning they support open access to many). See Vaidhyanathan Siva, The Anarchist in the Library, id, at p. 17. 31 Commons-based information production and peer production are structurally participatory, self-governing and definitely more dialogic than previous models. 533-546, at p. 539, defining "source code" as the human-readable representation of the set of instructions that control the operations of a computer. Available at https://law.stanford.edu/publications/insecure-software-is-eating-the-world-promoting-cybersecurity-in-an-age-of-ubiqu itous-software-embedded-systems/. 37 literature to opinions and entertainment 40 . While works of the public domain would be a good starting point, copyrighted works would be copied as well and, thus, existing laws with regard to reproduction would be an obstacle.
Copyright is a significant barrier to preserving cultural heritage 41 in digital libraries 42 , as scanning of books -and digitization of other works-infringes the copyright owner's reproduction right 43 . So far, rightsholders have objected to innovative technologies 44 , while the very market has repeatedly influenced legislators 45 , on whom pressure has been put by lobbyists 46 . As some authors have aptly put it, firms seek new copyright rules so broad that they could conceivably outlaw even personal computers as possible tools for copying infringement 47 . It seems that, today, laws aim not to enhance sharing of learning and skills but to ensure that people will be prevented from knowing 48 , since current rules 49 have created a "virtually perpetual" copyright that inhibits the progress of knowledge 50 .
But in the traditional environment we used to be allowed to browse through a book before deciding whether to buy it, or photocopy an article to share with a friend, and it is extremely doubtful whether such actions, when undertaken in the digital environment 51 , are allowed
52
. Maybe, what we do not see today is that instead of the digital world becoming more like the real world, the real world is becoming more like the digital environment. It may seem awkward to talk about the Internet 53 as a "new technology" these days 54 , but it has undeniably changed the rules. Namely, reproduction is no longer an appropriate way to measure copyright infringement 55 51 For example, a personal computer stores, retrieves, or copies data, while all Internet communications are generated by a combination of the above activities. The very act of storing or retrieving demands or involves copying, which in most cases is prohibited by law. 52 As some scholars have argued, the regulation of reading or listening raises deep constitutional concerns; if the day ever comes when we have to apply for a license to listen or read, content producers will be cops and judges in matters of copyright. See, in general, Vaidhyanathan Siva, Copyrights and Copywrongs, The Rise of Intellectual Property and How it Threatens Creativity, New York, NYU Press, 2001, Project MUSE. 53 Some authors have declared the Internet the most important human advancement since the printing press or even the most important discovery since fire. See, amongst others, Barlow P. John, A Declaration of the Independence of Cyberspace, Electronic Frontier Foundation, Feb. 9, 1996. To others, the Internet is a cynical cosmos, designed along cynical principles (i.e. "borderlessness", "unregulatability", peer-to-peer openness and peer-review accountability that also belong to realms of science and the academy) to serve cynical ends better than any others. See Vaidhyanathan Siva, The Anarchist in the Library, id, at pp. 26, 27, where the author brilliantly argues that Diogenes of Sinope was a hacker, expressing his freedom by masturbating in the marketplace; and nothing represents the overall nature of the Internet better than "masturbating in the marketplace". See 19, 1996 , at p. 37, available at http://www-personal.umich.edu/~jdlitman/papers/revising.htm. Given that, today, innumerous minors download a huge volume of copyrighted works, one could argue that we have to deal with a whole new generation of criminals. Indeed, youth has been recognized as the majority of unauthorized downloaders and uploaders. See Krawczyk Michał, Tyrowicz Joanna, Kukla-Gryz Anna & Hardy Wojciech, Piracy is not theft! Is it just students who think so?, in Journal of Behavioral and Experimental Economics, Vol. 54, 2014, pp. 32-39, at p. 33 (with further references). As some had predicted, in the future new technology will allow government to solve 100% of all crimes, but the bad news is that we will realize that 100% of the population are criminals. See Adams Scott, The Dilbert Future: Thriving on Stupidity in the 21 st Century, NY, HarperCollins, 1997 (making the hilarious extrapolation that every human on the planet will land in jail, apart from the world's smartest person who, since she was too clever to get caught, has to, thereafter, bear the tax burden of supporting everyone else in prison, forever). See also Brin David, The Transparent Society, id, at p. 23. 56 Mirko Tobias Schä fer, Bastard Culture! How user participation transforms cultural production, 2011, Amsterdam University Press, pp. 1-256, at p. 11, who uses the term "bastard" to describe a new culture where multiple participants and practices blend together. For limited protection that copyright may provide with regard to social networks, see Georgiades Eugenia, The limitation of copyright: sharing personal images on social networks, Sweet & Maxwell and its So, our approach -and proposal for a Universal Digital Library-needs to go further and think beyond laws (or perhaps just remember laws' original goals) to re-shape current conceptualization of copyright.
Ideas should freely spread from one to another over the world for the moral and mutual instruction of people and the improvement of their condition
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. Knowledge should be regarded -not only as power but also-as a common property, created by and for people to communicate, advance learning and benefit culture 62 . Besides, the main goal of Intellectual Property laws was to stimulate creativity for the general public good 63 . It was to make sure that knowledge was openly shared, as quickly as possible, while profits were of secondary concern and were regarded as a mere vehicle to achieve the above goals 64 .
By thinking beyond the current regime and by remembering original goals of the above rules, proposals on the amendment (or even the abolition 65 ) of copyright laws could be submitted to achieve the goals of a Universal Digital Library that would, in turn, guarantee unimpeded access to all knowledge.
So, a radical and, to some, extreme alternative to copyright could be to establish a regime, under which all intellectual products would remain non-owned 66 . To some, this "information socialism" 67 could expand intellectual commons 68 and foster creativity, while, at the same time, it would lead to a greater political and economic equality 69 . If this were the case, the utopian Universal Digital Library could be built without any legal obstacles.
But some might argue that this is far from simple and we are far from being there. Thereafter, a less straightforward alternative would be a registration system 70 , under which authors would be required to declare by a clear affirmative action their wish to protect their works. This could be strongly supported by current technologies 71 : flexible mechanisms, which would better comply with the digital environment and today's uses of works, could be activated to build a more equitable, accessible and innovative world 72 . In such a scenario, flexible licenses would be the default. The ideal Universal Digital Library could, thus, make e.g. musical or scientific works available under open licenses that would foster creation and cultural diversity 73 . Free-of-charge access would be promoted and library resources could be free; there would be no registration fees to limit access or contribute to discrimination. Social networks 74 could also be used to share links to content or report new uploads 75 .
But only mathematicians can prove things using pen and paper. The rest of us have to take ideas pragmatically into the real world and see what works 76 . In fact, it is extremely doubtful whether, for example, artists would choose to teach their art, instead of selling it 77 . And since such -not that dangerous-utopias would most probably not "find" their lobbyist 78 let us move on to further -more doable-proposals, based on Information Ethics, to support the potential of today's physical and digital libraries as equalizers of access to information.
Libraries' Potential to Promote Information Ethics and Bridge the Digital Divide

"Information ethics"
79 deals with moral dilemmas and ethical conflicts arising from interactions between humans and information (e.g. creation or organization), Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), and information systems 80 . It is concerned (amongst others) with choices and decisions that have to be made in several topics, including access, ownership, privacy, security or community 81 .
As some authors have argued, information professionals should take responsibility and action for information policies in both professional and public settings 82 . In this context, human freedom should play a key role as a principle of openness of human beings to each other and to the world 83 . Thereafter, technology and humans could be united in harmony to ensure that the benefits of information technology are, not only distributed equitably but also, used by people to shape their own lives 84 . 77 With regard to major recording labels, they perform four basic tasks: production, distribution, price fixing, and gate-keeping (Vaidhyanathan Siva, The Anarchist in the Library, id, at p. 48). But bands, today, can use home computers to record music, put up their websites, and give away MP3s on peer-to-peer systems. Since they can -and do-make money through live performances, commons-based production and distribution may not seem so hard. Besides, music distribution has been all about "decorporatization" and "deregulation", while music corporations no longer control the flow, the prices, or the terms of access. Vaidhyanathan Siva, The Anarchist in the Library, id, at p. 106. 78 Lessig Lawrence, Free Culture, Jan. 31, 2008, Speech at Stanford University (mentioning that the reason why copyright term was extended was that Mickey Mouse had a lobbyist, whereas the public domain did not). 79 Digital divide refers to gaps between ICT haves and have-nots 86 , which include differences with regard to access to information, access to appropriate ICT hardware and software, literacy rates, and ICT skill-sets 87 . The main problem can be regarded in terms of inequality concerning a gap in meaningful access to ICT. This requires not only availability of technology but also the ability to use it -for socially useful purposes and-to economic and cultural advantage 88 .
In this context, access could be not only understood in a way to go beyond simple network connection but also regarded as an important tool that promotes human rights, whose enjoyment may be affected by the digital divide 89 . Indeed, human rights, such as the right to free speech or education (to name but a few), are facilitated by Internet access in ways that exceed capacities of previous ICTs. Hence, many authors have proposed the recognition of -meaningful-Internet access itself as a fundamental human right 90 , which is necessary to survive and live a full life 91 ) as a freedom and an opportunity to connect to, make use of, and benefit from the Internet and the information available on it 93 .
And how could libraries equalize this access and bridge the emerging gaps?
A basic plan could be to increase the availability of public access computers. But, since our approach calls for an effective use, information literacy 94 skills could be, simultaneously, developed through software and computer programs. Such accessibility and training would very likely enable libraries to act as "equalizers" that would focus on the relevant community's unique requirements.
To better apply the above plan, libraries could convert several of their physical materials to digital format. Space could, hence, be utilized to welcome more Internet-equipped computers. Indeed, some libraries not only have moved towards this direction but have also undertaken initiatives to provide innovative "laptop-borrowing" services and make such computers available for "checkout" 95 . Furthermore, "training classes" could be introduced to make use of technologies more meaningful and meet users' needs. Such classes would very likely teach the audience how to use e.g. software programs 96 or how to conduct online searches, and could also introduce "Ethics" as a new subject in the above teaching sessions 97 .
Libraries could also prove their potential as a community cultural centre and welcome various programs, including not only conferences or lectures but films, concerts, exhibitions or even dramatic performances 98 as well. Thus, parts in a library could be used to encourage people to participate in events, talk and, hence, connect with each other, and share their experience and knowledge. By encouraging such interaction the idea and the sense of the community could be enhanced 99 .
To sum up, making public access to Internet-equipped computers available and introducing training classes, which would include not only "how-to-use-technologies" lectures but an "independent subject" concerning Information Ethics as well, could constitute a good starting point. Thereafter, libraries could act as community cultural centers and, thus, present several events to encourage peoples' interaction and promote the idea of the community. This way, libraries would move from their previous "shhhh-model", which discouraged -talking and-interaction, towards a new "community-based-model" that could very well bridge gaps between haves and have-nots, and minimize or even set aside differences with regard to access to information and appropriate ICTs.
Discussion
It is the very tradition of libraries that unimpeded and equitable access to information is an important element of functioning democratic societies 100 , while, as places where communities get constructed 101 , libraries have always been promoting intellectual freedom 102 . The very philosophy for Web development and the very goal of the Internet is to empower creativity, democratize production and celebrate the individual with the necessary attention drawn to mass collaboration 103 . And it is true that, so far, we have witnessed innumerous economic and social benefits that new technologies not only promise but also do create in multiple fields 104 . So, the creation of an ideal Universal Digital Library could be proposed to make all knowledge available and enable people to exercise their fundamental right to receive information. This scenario could be (inspired by and) based on current models of commons-based information production and peer production. And, today, we certainly have the technologies to render this idea a realistic act of benevolence and "a-piece-of-cake-task" thanks to existing systems. However, legal obstacles seem to turn such scenarios into a utopia that romantic authors may only dream of.
But culture is not a fixed condition; it is the product of interaction and its toughness and resiliency are determined by its ability to react creatively to the realities of new situations, rather than an ability to withstand change 105 .
In this context, culture is a process. But so is law. Culture should be allowed to change. And so should law be. In fact, legal knowledge is a process, not a corpus. It is strategic and negotiable 106 . Courts require truth within given times, meaning the best kind of legal point is the one that works and gets the job done persuasively and efficiently 107 . Law facilitates the flow of information from the governing to the governed, but also allows information to flow from the governed to the governing, incorporating new data from legal disputes 108 . The life of law is not logic, but experience, the felt necessities of the time and the prevalent moral and political theories, the intuitions of public policy, or even the "prejudices that judges share with their fellow-men" 109 . Law, as a social process, and legal practice, as a productive power of creativity that is used to satisfy needs, produce social norms 110 , imposing purpose over texts, data, or tradition 111 .
So, laws might someday encourage policies to build information regulation systems that reflect users' needs, instead of Disney's. Laws might someday create no (or at least low) barriers of entry to creative processes and cheap access to cultural materials through networks, libraries, universities, or any other institution built for sharing. Maybe, this same day, policies about who gets to own networks or about how long should copyright protection last may be subject to public debate, instead of being dictated by lobbyists. Perhaps, that day, lawmakers might understand the way culture works and grows. And the truth is it works best when content is cheap and easily distributed. It would be hard to name a cultural development that made a difference and that was not, at the same time, about communities sharing their ideas.
